STEPPING INTO TECH
WITH THE BBC

DIVERSITY WITH A DIFFERENCE

In May 2018 Tech Returners met with the BBC who were
keen to make a difference within their organisation to
promote gender diversity.
In the months that followed the BBC #stepintotech
programme was born, following the framework of our
returner programme its' aim was to empower women
into technology careers at the BBC.
In October 2018, applications were opened up for the
#stepintotech programme which would support 16
women into a career in tech offering technical and
personal development support delivered by Tech
Returners.
They were inundated with applications.

We've got people who've
learnt a great amount and
who are ready for a career
at the BBC and to add value
to what we do.
I'm delighted!

MATT GREST

DIRECTOR OF PLATFORM

BBC

TALENT AND TRANSFORMATION

47 women attended an assessment centre and we had
to pick just 16 to progress onto the #stepintotech
programme. It was a tough decision and a firm
demonstration that female tech talent is out there,
we just have to access it the right way.
November 2018 saw the programme kick off and over
the next 15 weeks, we saw 16 women develop and grow
and become fully prepared for their careers in
technology.

I wasn't sure whether to go for this
course but I"m so glad that I did. I
feel I've got some amazing
opportunities open to me now,
which just weren't there before.

The success of this programme is evidence
that there are other routes into software
engineering as well as the traditional routes;
as long as the key behaviours can be
demonstrated the technical skills
can be taught
SUE MOSLEY

PROGRAMME MANAGER, DESIGN + ENGINEERING

BBC

"I know from speaking to all of the students that many do feel that the Step into Tech
programme really has been a life changing experience and opened up a new world
of opportunities that some thought were out of reach. I am so delighted to have
been the lead in getting this programme off the ground and to experience first-hand
the positive impact this has had with everyone on our first group as well as the
teams across Design + Engineering"

March 2019 saw the culmination of the
#stepintotech programme

92%
NOW WORK AT THE BBC

EMPOWERING CAREERS IN TECH
TOGETHER.

At Tech Returners our vision is to empower returners and really enable their
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opportunities in Tech. And we aim to do this by developing returners, creating
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Since 2017 we've enabled 23
careers into technology, 22
were women and we're not
stopping there...
For more information on how to get involved
with our returner programme please get in
touch for an informal chat with one of the
team.

15 weeks ago I wouldn't have
known where to start with the tech
we've learnt, built and created,

hello@techreturners.com
www.techreturners.com

it's taken a seed of passion and
really grown it

